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Crowd-sourced funding offer document 
dated 16 June 2021

Offer of fully-paid ordinary shares in Suprahedged Pty Ltd at 
$7.45 per share to raise a maximum of $3,000,000

This crowd-sourced funding (CSF) offer document relates to 
the Offer of fully-paid ordinary shares in Suprahedged Pty Ltd, 
ACN 646421730 (Company or Unhedged). This Offer is made 
under the CSF regime in Part 6D.3A of the Corporations Act 
2001 (Corporations Act).

Issuer 
Suprahedged Pty Ltd ACN 646 421 730

Intermediary 
Birchal Financial Services Pty Ltd AFSL 502618
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Section 1: 
Risk warning
Crowd-sourced funding is risky. 
Issuers using this facility include 
new or rapidly growing ventures. 
Investment in these types of 
ventures is speculative and carries 
high risks.

You may lose your entire 
investment, and you should be in 
a position to bear this risk without 
undue hardship.

Even if the Company is successful, 
the value of your investment and 
any return on the investment could 
be reduced if the Company issues 
more shares.

Your investment is unlikely to 
be liquid. This means you are 
unlikely to be able to sell your 
shares quickly or at all if you need 
the money or decide that this 
investment is not right for you.

Even though you have remedies for 
misleading statements in the offer 
document or misconduct by the 
Company, you may have difficulty 
recovering your money.

There are rules for handling your 
money. However, if your money 
is handled inappropriately or the 
person operating the platform 
on which this Offer is published 
becomes insolvent, you may have 
difficulty recovering your money.

Ask questions, read all information 
provided carefully, and seek 
independent financial advice 
before committing yourself to any 
investment.
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Section 2: 
Information 
about the 
Company

Dear investor,

I’m super chuffed to present the 
opportunity to invest in Unhedged 
(through its parent company 
Suprahedged Pty Ltd), but let me 
first tell you how we got here and 
why I believe in the Unhedged 
business.

Unhedged is a unique, simple App 
with which customers can utilise 
algorithmic investing tools, based 
on Machine Learning and Artificial 
Intelligence, to invest their money 
in stocks and exchange traded 
funds.  Unhedged lets customers 
invest using next-generation 
technology instead of adopting the 
static rebalancing commonly used 
in the industry today.

After trading with algorithms for 
many years with my own money, I 
was often asked to join investors’ 
private funds to make them more 
money. But somehow, that didn’t 
excite me. Why do billionaires have 
to make more billions? My dream 
was one day to create technology 
to enable algorithmic investing 
for people like you and me. But 
algorithmic investing is hard, very 
hard. We had to make it simple.  

Investing is a serious thing. 
However, because of the way most 
people invest,  their investments 
often underperform1.

In the past few years, I explored 
several business models to find 
the one we are launching this year: 
A simple App to assign customer 
money to algorithms aligned to 
specific investment strategies and 
risk profiles. 

The financial industry often charges 
lots for doing very little2. We want 
to change that. We align our fees 
with  our customers. Unhedged 
charges base commission (0.49%) 
on balances above $5,000 but 
intends to make most of our money 
through a performance fee - which 
only applies when we outperform 
the relevant Benchmark, and we hit 
a High Water Mark3. That will shake 
up the industry!

Unhedged is not my first venture: I 
have started and exited businesses 
several times before. The network 
I built enables me to attract 
capital and talent. For example, 
the $500K pre-seed raise of 
Unhedged was committed in a 
few days and settled in 3 weeks. 
This was followed by an additional 
investment of 255K in a SAFE note

As I’m a Xoogler (Ex-Googler), I can 
access the active Xoogler network, 
my INSEAD MBA gives me access 
to MBA talent, and my work with 
the open-source package Zipline 
gives me access to some truly 
amazing quantitative analysts.  

We have a solid core team4, and 
our advisory board consists of 
accomplished entrepreneurs and 
C-level executives supporting us in 
our mission.

We are on a roll and highly 
motivated to succeed. We would 
love to have you onboard for the 
ride but in considering investment, 
please be sure to consider the 
potential risks to Unhedged 
outlined in section 2.

Best wishes, 

Peter Bakker,  
Founder

1 https://www.thebalance.com/why-average-investors-earn-below-average-market-returns-2388 and Dalbar 2020 QAIB report. If one looks at a 5-year horizon the average 
investor underperforms the S&P500, a broad based benchmark, by 43%. An average investor is an investor that allocates 70% to equity and 30% to bonds. For 100% equity 
investors at a 5-year horizon the average equity investor underperforms the S&P500 by 33%. Over the years these numbers do not really move substantially. Source: Dalbar 
2020 QAIB report. 
2   https://asic.gov.au/media/4054607/rep499-published-27-october-2016.pdf  and https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_
Library/pubs/BriefingBook46p/FinancialServicesRC  
3 High Water Mark means the highest peak in unit value of a fund. This is used as a performance hurdle for performance fees and is calculated on a daily basis. Further 
information on Unhedged’s fees is provided in 2.2.3. 
4 Further information on the Unhedged team is provided in 2.7 

Letter from the founder
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Company details

This Offer of shares is made by Suprahedged Pty Ltd 
ACN 646 421 730 (Company or Unhedged). 

         Company name Suprahedged Pty Ltd

     ACN 646 421 730

 Date incorporation  07 December 2020

   Registered office Goods Shed North 
  710 Collins St,  
  Docklands VIC 3008 
  AUSTRALIA

 Principal place  
 of business Goods Shed North 
  710 Collins St,  
  Docklands VIC 3008 
  AUSTRALIA

 Subsidiaries Unhedged Pty Ltd  
  (wholly-owned, ACN 646 541 362)

Description  
of the business

ABOUT THE COMPANY 

Unhedged is set to launch a mobile 
application on iOS and Android 
(App) that is designed to make 
it simple for its customers to 
expose their money to algorithmic 
automatic investing, providing 
advanced strategies that are not 
commonly accessible to everyday 
investors. The App is the first 
product to be launched from the 
Unhedged product suite and it is 
currently in Alpha Testing. We are 
targeting a release to customers for 
Beta Testing August 2021. 

Unhedged has found ways to 
make algorithmic investing suitable 
for everyday investors, and we 
have established a partnership 
ecosystem with other companies 
and services to enable our 
customers to use the power of 
these algorithms to invest.

All our individual algorithms have 
a different way of working.  If 
we combine these algorithms in 
an ensemble the combination is 
often smoother than one of the 
algorithms on their own.  The 
advantages of using algorithms 
are that they can create a more 
diversified portfolio than most 
individuals could construct by 
themselves, as there is no limit to 
how many stocks algorithms can 
monitor and they can adapt faster 
to market changes. 

All positions that our algorithms 
buy are monitored constantly by 
our advanced software, designed to 
act when pre-set or dynamic limits 
are reached. This means that most 
of our algorithms are designed 
not to ride the markets down but 
to exit the investment when the 
algorithms deem the markets too 
volatile or erratic. Following a 
rigorous academic process, all our 
algorithms have been battle-tested 
with founders’ and family money, 
and created over many years of 
painstaking testing.

Unhedged is a technology company that provides to customers and businesses 
algorithmic investment tools that fully automate investing in stocks and 
Exchange Traded Funds (ETF) based on data that has been analysed with 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML). 
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UNHEDGED INFRASTRUCTURE 

Unhedged has built a very complex 
and scalable, mainly serverless 
infrastructure (on Amazon 
Lambda) that consists of 4 primary 
building blocks:

1. a serverless algorithmic trading 
engine that generates the 
signals, applies them to the 
current holdings, and guards the 
positions on a minute-to-minute 
basis;

2. a server-based algorithmic 
research environment based 
on FastAI, Keras, Zipline and 
proprietary developed tools;

3. a serverless data ingestion 
engine; and

4. an engine for the App 
to separate all App 
communications from the 
algorithmic engines.

This infrastructure is designed to 
be multi-broker, multi-regulatory 
environment, multi-language, and 
multi-investor-class to enable us to 
expand to other geographies and 
regulatory jurisdictions.

Algorithms are key to our IP

Every algorithm has its character, 
return and risk profile. By 
combining algorithms, customers 
can create the risk profile they 
prefer. 

No past return is indicative for 
future returns, and all returns we 
present in the Appendix in this 
document are the result of our 
models and backtests - it’s likely 
that the returns of our product will 
differ from the backtest results. All 
algorithms have been tested on our 
own money with private accounts.

As a result, the legal structure, 
brokerage accounts and amounts 
of money traded during testing 
are significantly different from the 
Unhedged products that will be 
offered to customers. 

The Unhedged quantitative  
research process

Our algorithm development 
process is a very disciplined 9 step 
process, rooted in the academic 
approach of this discipline5. 

1. Acquire and vet the datasets 
to ensure no forward-looking 
biases exist and that the data is 
accurate at ‘point-in-time’. 

2. Divide the datasets into 
developing, testing and forward 
testing datasets. 

3. Use the developing dataset to 
create a separate “clean” factor 
that reflects a potential return 
that is independent of the 
market’s expected return. From 
there, we check for consistency 
and statistical significance 
between the market expected 
return and the development 
dataset. We then put that factor 
in a standard algorithm without 
any guardrails. 

4. Run a set of tests to confirm 
or disprove that the statistical 
properties of the factor 
are similar to the statistical 
properties of the factor inside an 
algorithm. 

5. Generate datasets with the same 
properties as the original dataset 
and do so-called ‘Monte Carlo’ 
tests to check the algorithm 
survives this test within pre-set 
boundaries. This step is executed 
with price data.

6. Perform forward testing to 
prove that the previous data 
presented to the algorithm does 
not contain any ‘information 
leakage’, by testing the 
algorithm on a paper (test)
account. Actual data is fed to 
the algorithm. This data will 
have misprints and anomalies, 
and this should not disturb the 
working of the algorithm. 

7. Trade with real money, putting 
the algorithm to work with the 
minimum possible funds to see 
whether the performance on real 
money is similar to the previous 
phases.

8. After several weeks or months 
(depending on the trading 
cadence of the algorithm), 
determine whether the algorithm 
is statistically robust. 

9. Present the validated algorithm 
to the Investment Committee 
for approval. Once approved, 
we can offer it to our customers. 
The success rate of this process 
is about 2%-5%6.

5  Delaney MacKenzie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_kzoZOxsZ0 and the book Advances in Financial Machine Learning 1st Edition by Marcos Lopez de Prado 
provide a good explanation of the algorithmic development process

6 Based on the experience of the Algorithm developers of Unhedged only two to five algorithms out of 100 initial tests make it through the 9 steps.

THREE ALGORITHMS READY FOR LAUNCH.

We have three algorithms ready 
for launch, plus we have several 
currently undergoing quantitative 
testing.

The above explained Quantitative 
research process will produce 
algorithms ready for deployment. 
During the past few years we have 
developed several algorithms 
that are currently trading on our 
infrastructure, but outside the legal 
structure that will be in place for 
customers.

As Algo’s are based on complex 
statistics, Artificial Intelligence 
and Machine Learning we created 
an overview in terms of workings, 
hypotheses and statistical 
properties and graphs in the 
Appendix.

Algorithms have a limited lifespan 
and need to be replaced when the 
statistical profile starts deviating 
from the designed profile. 
Therefore the algorithms we have 
developed for go-live are very 
important, but it is more important 
that we have the process, 
experience and training in the team 
to monitor, develop and replace 
algorithms
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KEY DIFFERENTIATORS 

To explain how we are different, 
let us first define what we are. We 
are a technology provider for a 
fund manager, we are creating a 
new category of application using 
algorithms in a fund structure. 
The technology allows the fund 
manager to invest purely based 
on quantitative modelling and 
execution.

NOT LIKE OTHER TECHNOLOGIES

What sets Unhedged apart from 
other products in the market is that 
we have developed proprietary 
algorithms built under a different 
premise: we combine returns 
from algorithms with a very 
distinct economic hypothesis. We 
do not use a static rebalancing 
portfolio strategy and do not have 
a restrictive asset universe. Our 
algorithms are capable of ingesting 
millions of data points on a daily 
basis that decide what to do 
with our customers’ investments. 
Our algorithms are crucial to our 
competitive advantage and all of 
our Intellectual Property (IP) is 
owned by Suprahedged Pty Ltd. 

Most other fund managers in the 
robo-advisor space are based 
on a static rebalancing portfolio 
strategy, where asset classes are 
rebalanced to create diversification. 
Unlike Unhedged’s algorithm 
investing, where we rebalance 
return streams generated by the 
algorithms. The time periods our 
algorithms use are generally shorter 
and therefore more fluid than static 
rebalancing strategies. 

The traditional static rebalancing 
portfolio strategy that many 
robo-advisers use, in general, 
underperforms the broad market 
but also has less risk than the 
overall market. By contrast, 
and based on our theoretical 
backtesting, Unhedged offers 
investors a higher-risk opportunity 
that seeks to generate a higher 
return.

NO LOCK-IN

Unhedged has no lock-in: if a 
customer wants to withdraw via the 
App, a few working days later, the 
customers money will be returned 
to the account they used to fund 
their investing account.

LOW MINIMUM INVESTMENT

Unhedged’s minimum investment is 
only $100. We also enable monthly 
or weekly contributions.

ENHANCED ONBOARDING 

By gamifying the onboarding 
experience and creating a more 
effective funnel from lead to 
App-using customer, Unhedged 
enhances the onboarding 
experience and streamlines the 
process of getting customers using 
the platform.

FEES

We do not charge a fixed monthly 
fee, our fee structure is based on 
the Assets Under Management. 
Each month, we charge 0.49% for 
balances above $5,000 and a 20% 
overperformance fee applied to the 
difference between the Benchmark 
and the portfolio value when we: 

1. overperform the Benchmark of 
the algorithms; and 

2. go over the High Water Mark of 
the portfolio (i.e., the portfolio 
has a higher value than before).  

Our ambition is to disrupt the 
industry’s traditional fee structure 
and, by removing fixed monthly 
fees, we’ve already made inroads. 
In future, we’d like to be able 
to do away with Assets Under 
Management fees and charge only 
performance fees because that’s 
how we think the industry should 
work. But before we can make such 
a bold move, we have to build up 
our business to handle the kind 
of trading volume we’d need to 
support it.

LICENSING AND REGULATORY ARRANGEMENTS  

To enable this infrastructure and 
the algorithms to work in this 
highly regulated environment, we 
have several partners we consider 
to be part of our Business Stack. 

The Unhedged investment product 
(Unhedged Fund) is managed by 
Cache Investment Management 

Pty Ltd (ACN 624 306 430), a fund 
manager regulated by ASIC under 
AFSL 514360. Unhedged Pty Ltd 
is the promoter of the investment 
product under the license of Cache 
Investment Management Pty 
Ltd who has issued a promoter 
agreement setting out the legal and 
commercial terms that underpin 

the Company’s primary revenue-
generating activities.

Please note, an application to invest 
for shares in the Company under 
this CSF Offer is not an application 
to invest in the Unhedged Fund.

Figure 1 Our Business Stack: Unhedged Partners

Figure 2 The inner working of the Business Stack and the different sub-products
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MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION  

We plan to distribute the 
Unhedged App through the usual 
channels (Apple and Google app 
stores), and it is anticipated that, 
by implementing effective SEO and 
online advertising, the website will 
become a prime lead generator/
converter. We envision using 
organic, earned and paid media 
to drive traffic, but in the end, we 
believe that word of mouth will be 
critical to our success. 

We believe that the onboarding 
of new customers in most fund 
manager apps is clunky, and we 
want to create a multilayered 
approach. The Unhedged App has 
been designed to allow people 
to register with only email and 
password. The App is immediately 
useable: customers can play 
with a demo portfolio, and see 
if their choices would be a good 
combination for them. Through 
this gamification, we can start to 
build a relationship with potential 
customers before they commit to 
investing with the App.

When users want to fund their 
account, they will have to step up 
their registration level and give 
additional information needed to 
open a live account. By this time, it 
is anticipated the user will be more 
motivated to commit than they 
would be if not familiar with the 
App and the experience.

We believe that Unhedged can 
scale and change distribution 
channels as it grows. To illustrate 
this, we have prepared the 
following 10x factor model plan:

We are experimenting with website 
gamification (investment game), 
social media and other channels to 
determine what is most effective 
for us in which phase. Our growth-

hacking team is very experienced 
and has a solid background in 
experimentation. We are confident 
that they have the skills to find the 
most effective method, messaging, 

visuals and channel at the right 
time in our acquisition journey. 

10 X FACTOR 
CUSTOMERS

MARKETING  
CHANNEL

DIFFICULTY POTENTIAL 
REVENUE IMPACT 

CUSTOMER  
ACQUISITION COST

50 Private  
connections

Easy Low Low

500 + Referrals 
+ Social proof 
+ Waitlist (4,000+)
+ CSF participants 
(1,750+)

Medium-hard Low Medium

5000 + Advertising 
+ Word of mouth

Easy
Hard

Medium 
Medium

High 
Low

50,000 + Third-party 
distribution

Hard High Medium 

500,000 + White-labelling
+ Internationalization

Hard Huge Medium
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MARKET AND COMPETITORS 

DEFINITION OF THE MARKET  
OF UNHEDGED

We see our primary market as self-
directed investors that determine 
their capital allocation. Our 
secondary market is the financial 
advisor market and small asset 
managers that are serving the 
former.

TOTAL ADDRESSABLE  
MARKET (TAM) 

The total addressable market is 
about 9M investors in Australia. 
These are investors that hold 
shares outside their property and 
Superannuation 7.

SERVICEABLE ADDRESSABLE 
MARKET (SAM)

There are about 6.6M investors who 
consider themselves self-directed 
in Australia and hold listed shares8. 
This market is growing by 13% a 
year9. These are our primary target 
customers, but some subgroups 
within this broad target market are 
more likely to use Unhedged. The 
most likely group are the so-called 
accumulators - people who are 
building their wealth. 

SERVICEABLE OBTAINABLE  
MARKET (SOM)

Of the 6.6M self-directed investors 
in Australia, most, approximately 
65%, are in accumulation mode 
(being 4.3M). We will be targeting 
those 4.3M self-directed investors 
in accumulation mode10 and who 
also have a higher risk tolerance.  

COMPETITORS  
IN A BROAD SENSE

In a broad sense, Unhedged is 
competing with other uses of 
disposable income, including 
spending, saving and topping 
up a loan offset account. 

In the research we have conducted, 
we found that up to 93%  of people 
who save between $500 and 
$2,500 per month (generally, the 
younger generation, Millennials and 
GenY), do not invest in stocks or 
ETFs. Our research showed that, 
even within the older GenX group 
that saves a lot more (up to $5,000 
a month), 31% did not invest in 
stocks or ETFs.

COMPETITORS  
IN A NARROW SENSE

Although Unhedged is a 
technology provider to fund 
managers and its algorithms are 
based on proprietary technology, 
we know there are players in the US 
and in Australia, using AI and ML 
to invest. In Australia there is one 
known competitor that provides 
algorithmic trading but their set 
up costs are more expensive than 
Unhedged’s proposition. 

7 https://www.statista.com/statistics/987013/total-funds-under-management-australia/ 
8 Source: ASX AUSTRALIAN INVESTOR STUDY 2020 
9 Source: ASX AUSTRALIAN INVESTOR STUDY 2020 
10 ASX AUSTRALIAN INVESTOR STUDY 2020 

TOTAL  
ADDRESSABLE  

MARKET 
Total market  

for your product

SERVICEABLE 
ADDRESSABLE  

MARKET 
Portion of the market 

you can acquire based 
on your business model 

(your targets).

SERVICEABLE 
OBTAINABLE  
MARKET 
Percentage of SAM you 
can realisticlly capture.

TAM

SAM

SOM
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Business and  
revenue model

KEY REVENUE  
STREAMS
Unhedged is proposing to generate 
money through several revenue 
streams, including performance 
fees and Asset Under Management 
fees. 

ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT 
FEE

Unhedged charges 0.49% for funds 
above $5,000 initially. This fee is 
calculated and deducted via the 
recalculation of the Unit Price of 
the fund.

PERFORMANCE FEES

When Unhedged outperforms the 
Benchmark and hits a High Water 
Mark, Unhedged charges a 20% 
outperformance fee of the amount 
between the Benchmark and the 
account value, this fee is calculated 
and deducted via the Unit Price of 
the fund. The majority of income 
should be generated by this fee.

Every algorithm has its own 
Benchmark that reflects the 
algorithm’s return profile and 
risk profile, and the Benchmark 
is chosen based on the highest 
correlation with an algorithm.

OTHER POTENTIAL  
REVENUE STREAMS
WHITE-LABEL FEES

We expect to white label our 
technology and services in the 
future, selling it to small asset 
managers and financial advisors 
who would deploy it under their 
own branding. It is anticipated we 
could offer a couple of options for 
our white-label partners, we could 
white label the App connected via 
our backend to their fund, or we 
could simply white label the stream 
of orders to a partner who could 
Execute themselves. We expect to 
be able to charge for the setup and 
also the ongoing service of these 
platforms. We will explore this 
opportunity in the next 12 months.

KEY  
SUPPLIERS
CACHE INVESTMENT  
MANAGEMENT PTY LTD (CACHE)

Cache is the external fund manager 
for the Unhedged Fund (a Unit 
Trust). We run the algorithms and 
generate the signals, and Cache 
translates them into orders and 
Executes those orders. Cache is 
also responsible for the Investment 
Committee; issues the Investment 
Memorandum (IM), Product 
Disclosure Statement (PDS) and 
Investment Policy Statement 
(IPS) documents; and performs 
the Know Your Customer (KYC) 
and Anti Money Laundering 
(AML) function to validate our 
clients. Cache has an Australian 
Financial Service Licence (AFSL), 
under which Unhedged Pty 
Ltd is a promoter (Authorised 
Representative). The contract with 
Cache is three years in length but 
can be cancelled by either party 
with a 90-day notice. 
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COSTS 

As we are a technology business in 
the wealth management industry, 
we identify the following headline 
costs buckets.

FIXED COSTS 
STAFF COSTS

We plan to replace our outsourced 
offshore technology team, at least 
in part, with a local team as soon as 
practicable. We expect to hire up to 
5 engineers in Melbourne, Sydney 
or remote.

As we get into the growing 
mode, we have to bolster our 
management team to mitigate our 
Key Person Risk. Two recent hires 
include a CRO and a COO.

We want to build out the team 
of quantitative analysts in H2-
2021, under the leadership of the 
CTO. This team will create new 
algorithms and improve the ones 
currently deployed.

DATA COSTS

In order to develop new algorithms 
and run current algorithms, we 
need to buy datasets. We use this 
data to upgrade our algorithms 
or to create new algorithms. The 
datasets we have identified cost up 
to $50K a year. 

Examples of these data sets are 
satellite images, job postings, 
and sentiment data from Twitter 
and other sources, which are 
interpreted by our algorithms.

VARIABLE COSTS 
CLOUD COSTS

Unhedged is run on Amazon AWS 
(Lambda and EC2), and these costs 
will rise with usage, an increase 
of customer base and a rise in 
research functions. We have a 
rebate of $100,000 through our 
Venture Capitalist investor, LoyalVC, 
and we expect to run out of that 
discount in Jan 2022. We expect 
this cost to be between $2,500 
and $6,000 per month once the 
discount lapses.

AML/KYC

Every time a customer registers, 
we need to make sure they are who 
they say they are. This process is 
called Know Your Customer (KYC). 
Every time we poll the API, we 
incur costs ($2.50 per customer), 
and therefore this cost grows with 
increased onboarding. We also 
need to make sure that we know 
where the money of the customers 
comes from, according to the AML 
laws and regulations. The AML 
costs are between 20c and 80c 
per customer. This is processed by 
Cache via a trusted third party.

CUSTOMER ACQUISITION COSTS

We did a lot of research around 
customer acquisition costs, and we 
have found that most companies 
in this space use $100-$300 
as Customer Acquisition Costs 
(CAC). We believe we can start 
around $300 and aim to lower 
that amount by using referral 
marketing, competitions and other 
mechanisms that are not frequently 
used in the asset management 
industry.

FOREX COSTS

As most algorithms trade in the 
USA, and most of our customers 
are in Australia, we incur Forex 
costs when customers move 
money, to or from their bank 
accounts, from or to the App. 

All intellectual property has 
been transferred from Peter 
Bakker to Suprahedged Pty Ltd 
(the Company and the Holding 
Company of Unhedged Pty Ltd). 
All IP, design and algorithms are 
wholly owned by the Company 
or Unhedged Pty Ltd, just as 
the research that preceded the 
algorithm. All future algorithms will 
be developed by Unhedged, and 
the Intellectual Property is assigned 
to the Company.

We define the Intellectual Property 
of Unhedged as including the:

• Live algorithms 

• Research that preceded the live 
algorithms (+800 test algorithms )

• Algorithms in development

• Signal engines

• Data transformations

• Broker connectors

• App design and inner workings

• App itself (iOS and Android)

• API layer we developed to 
communicate with external APIs

• Customers and waiting list 
participants

• Website design and workings

INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY & LICENSES
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Business  
strategy

UPCOMING 6 MONTHS: JULY 2021-JANUARY 2022 

The Company aims to enter the 
market around August 2021 with 
the Unhedged App. Before we can 
launch, we need to do more end-
to-end testing. The App is currently 
in Alpha Testing mode and needs 
to be released to the app stores. 
The API connections to Cache are 
built but need to be stress tested 
and all end-to-end processes need 
to be tested.

We need to hire staff to man the 
support desk and establish all 
processes to be able to help our 
customers.

After launch the Company’s 
primary focus is planned to be on 
user acquisition, waitlist conversion, 
and further experimentation with 
marketing messaging and funnel 
optimisation. Hardening of all 
systems and processes is critical to 
be able to expand with the lowest 
costs.

We anticipate releasing 
improvements of the App based on 
customer feedback and analysis of 
usage data. 

During the last few months, 
we have experimented around 
messaging, target groups, and 
channels, and we understand 
now what specific messaging 
resonates. We have found that we 
can acquire organic leads and paid 
advertising leads for lower than the 
Benchmark. Our lead costs (cost 
for action) are now between $2.45 
and $6.5018. The conversion rate 
from click to action is over 16%12 
which is better than the industry 
average13.

The most important number to 
assess the viability of our business 
model is the ratio between 
Customer Acquisition Costs (CAC) 
and customer Life Time Value 
(LTV). Based on our calculations, 
assumptions have been made 
that estimate an average LTV of 
$1,540 and our CAC is expected 
to average between $110 and 
$245. Therefore, based on these 
assumptions, we anticipate an LTV/
CAC ratio of between 14 and 6.2. 
This is a healthy ratio as it basically 
means that we anticipate earning 
$6.20 to $14 per dollar invested in 
customer acquisition.

In the case of a high lead cost 
($6.50) and a low conversion (1%), 
we would still achieve an LTV/CAC 
ratio of 2.4, which would provide 
for marginal profitability under a 
lean operation

11  Internal Reporting data 
12 internal reporting data out of Prefinery 
13 https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2017/02/28/facebook-advertising-benchmarks
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6 MONTHS-18 MONTH 

After we are able to onboard 
between 500-1,000 customers, we 
will endeavour to increase funds 
under management by incentivising 
users to make regular direct debit 
deposits (weekly or monthly).

We anticipate being able to add 
new algorithms to expand the 
choice for customers. This will 
support customer attraction and 
retention. Preliminary research we 
have undertaken has identified 
algorithms that are designed to 
perform well but also have a focus 
on ESG-friendly (Environment, 
Social, Governance positive) 
companies, or companies suitable 
for certain types of ethical 
considerations, would be attractive 
for customers.

In this period, we want to explore 
different distribution methods and 
develop partnerships that enable us 
to grow funds under management 
more efficiently. Partnerships we 
are considering are:

• Financial advisors

• Small asset managers

• Other robo-advisors that want 
to improve their rebalancing 
algorithms

We will continue to build our 
technical capabilities and IP, refine 
our products based on customer 
data and feedback, grow our team 
and develop our internal processes 
to underpin future scale-up, and 
identify key markets where our 
product is most likely to resonate 
well.
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Organisational  
structure

ORGANISATIONAL  
STRUCTURE
We have a flat organisation 
structure, and we tend to hire 
individuals with broad-based skills 
that can effectively cover more 
than one function. Reporting lines 
are clear and the team is highly 
collaborative across all functions.

EXCEPTIONS AND  
CONSIDERATIONS

Our CTO is currently employed 
elsewhere but has agreed that he 
will be at Unhedged in a full-time 
capacity from 23 June 2021 and the 
CRO and COO have recently been 
appointed and will commence on 
the 15 June 2021 and 30 June 2021, 
respectively.

CEO

PETER B

CMO

LATER HIRE

GROWTH 
MARKETEER

JEREMY B

JUNIOR  
FINANCIAL 
ANALYST 

JOB OPENING

SUPPORT 
MANAGER 

 
JOB OPENING

DESIGNER

 
CARLO D/TBH

SUPPORT 
 
 

JOB OPENING

PYTHON 
ENGINEER 

 
PATRICK C

FRONT END 
ENGINEER

TIM R

GROWTH & 
OPERATIONS

JEREMY M

PRODUCT 
MANAGER

TO BE HIRED

ADMIN

 
LATER HIRE

UX 
DESIGNER

DAN H/TBH

CLOUD 
ENGINEER

SAMATH R

JUNIOR 
QUANT

JOB OPENING

CRO

MICHAEL S

COO

SASKIA A

HR & 
PARTNERSHIPS 

JONATHAN J

CTO

GLEN VB
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Capital  
structure

ISSUED CAPITAL (BEFORE AND AFTER THE OFFER) 

As of the date of this Offer 
Document, the Company has 
1,651,769 ordinary shares and 
63,773 SAFE Notes on issue 
and 274,204 options under the 
Company’s Employee Share Option 
Plan (ESOP). Of those options 
119,771 are offered, of which 31,824 

options are vested. The Company’s 
founders/directors currently 
hold the majority of shares, and 
will continue to do so following 
completion of this proposed raise.  

Table 1 below sets out the issued 
capital of the Company before 
the Offer. Table 2 sets out the 
company’s issued capital following 
the Offer on an undiluted and fully 
diluted basis (i.e. presuming all 
options are exercised).

Table 1: Issued 
capital of the 
Company before 
the Offer

Table 2:  Issued 
capital of the 
Company 
following the Offer

SHAREHOLDER  
NAME

SHARE  
TYPE

 #  
SHARES 

 %  
UNDILUTED 

% FULLY  
DILUTED  COMMENT 

Acorn and Pearl PTY LTD ORD  11,862 0.72% 0.60%

Arete Investments Pty Ltd ORD  11,862 0.72% 0.60%

Bakson Eetsurt PTY LTD ORD  1,000,000 60.54% 50.26%

Benjamin Marshan ORD  6,550 0.40% 0.33%

Cazmar Investments PTY LTD ORD  16,040 0.97% 0.81%

Chris H Investments Pty Ltd ORD  9,490 0.57% 0.48%

Christian Frost ORD  9,490 0.57% 0.48%

Christian Thaler-Wolski ORD  3,275 0.20% 0.16%

Clifton Cubs Pty Ltd ORD  11,862 0.72% 0.60%

Erick Gomez ORD  408 0.02% 0.02%

Glenn Vanbavinckhove ORD  5,167 0.31% 0.26%  excluding ESOP allocation 

Graham MacGregor ORD  21,557 1.31% 1.08%

Helen Kingsbury ORD  32,028 1.94% 1.61%

J & J Jeffries Pty Ltd ORD  94,682 5.73% 4.76%

James Stewart ORD  7,334 0.44% 0.37%

Jason Patton ORD  3,275 0.20% 0.16%

KICO Trstee Pty Ltd ORD  251,851 15.25% 12.66%

Loyal VC LP ORD  5,660 0.34% 0.28%  Also owns SAFE note 

Lu Rui & Co Pte Ltd ORD  15,184 0.92% 0.76%

Michele Buson ORD  23,725 1.44% 1.19%

Sally Jane Pawson ORD  12,811 0.78% 0.64%

Sarah Hadj ORD  4,745 0.29% 0.24%

Saskia Albers ORD  14,731 0.89% 0.74%  excluding ESOP allocation 
Shaun Begley & Tamarind 
Begley ORD  13,224 0.80% 0.66%

Stephen Mace ORD  11,862 0.72% 0.60%

Steve Hibbert ORD  14,731 0.89% 0.74%

Vaughan Kelly ORD  38,363 2.32% 1.93%

Total 1,651,769 100%

ESOP Scheme ORD (options)  274,204 13.78%

SAFE Notes ORD (SAFE)  63,773 3.21%

Fully Diluted  1,989,746 100%

SHAREHOLDER  
NAME

SH  
TYPE

 #  
SHARES 
UNDILUTED 

 %  
UNDILUTED 

 #  
SHARES  
FULLY  
DILUTED 

 %  
FULLY 
DILUTED 

 #  
SHARES 
UNDILUTED 

 %  
UNDILUTED 

 #  
SHARES  
FULLY 
DILUTED 

 %  
FULLY  
DILUTED 

Existing shares ORD  1,651,769 93.72%  1,651,769 81.10%  1,651,769 77.98%  1,651,769 69.04%

ESOP Shares ORD  274,204 13.46%  274,204 11.46%

SAFE Note shares ORD  63,773 3.62%  63,773 3.13%  63,773 3.01%  63,773 2.67%

Offer Shares ORD  46,979 2.67%  46,979 2.31%  402,684 19.01%  402,684 16.83%

Total  1,762,521 100%  2,036,725 100%  2,118,226 100%  2,392,430 100%
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RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES  
ASSOCIATED  
WITH SECURITIES 

As of the date of this Offer, the only class of shares 
on issue are ordinary shares. There is no shareholders 
agreement between the existing shareholders, and 
as such, the rights and liabilities associated with the 
shares are as set out in the Company’s Constitution. 

Under the Constitution, the Company has the 
discretion to approve and power to refuse a transfer 
of shares to a third party without giving any reason. A 
more detailed description of the rights and liabilities 
associated with the shares is set out in Section 3 
below and the Company’s Constitution. A copy 
of the Company’s Constitution is available on the 
Intermediary’s platform. 

The Company has an ESOP scheme that allows the 
Board to award Share Options to Employees, suppliers 
and advisors. This ESOP scheme is governed by a set 
of rules. Some of the most important are:

• All members of the ESOP scheme are subject to 
vesting arrangements, the most typical arrangement 
is a 12 month cliff and 1/36 vesting monthly 
afterwards

• If a member is a “bad leaver”, then all of their 
options can be clawed back

• After vesting the holder has 10 years to exercise the 
right to buy shares in the Company

• At an exit event, all options may vest at the sole 
discretion on the Board

SOURCES OF FINANCING, 
INCLUDING DEBT FINANCING 
AND OTHER FINANCINGS 

In December 2020, Unhedged raised approximately 
$530K from national and international investors. 
Most investors were angel investors, one is a Venture 
Capitalist (VC). All investors have the same class 
of shares and have the same rights. The VC has 
also invested $255,000 via a SAFE Note (at a $8M 
valuation cap) in May 2021 but the funds are not yet 
reflected in the financial statements as the funds were 
transferred in June 2021. This SAFE Note will convert 
to shares at a qualified financing or in the event of an 
exit.

Also in May 2021 a new investor invested $10,000 via 
a SAFE Note (at a $10M valuation cap, 20% discount). 
These funds are not yet reflected in the financial 
statements as the funds were transferred in June 2021. 
This SAFE Note will convert to shares at a qualified 
financing or in the event of an exit.

Unhedged has applied for a Research and 
Development (R&D) Tax Incentive refund from the 
ATO amounting to an estimated $135,000. If this 
claim is granted, it is to be paid in Q2 FY 2021. We 
expect to request a similar or more significant claim 
in subsequent years, but these claims cannot be 
guaranteed before they are paid.

Peter Bakker, the Founder, has not drawn salary, but 
the compensation has been accrued (meaning it will 
be paid one day) as most R&D costs are efforts by 
the founders and we plan to offset the salaries with 
the R&D Tax Incentive refunds that are expected to be 
paid in FY22.

Other than the capitalised salary of the founder, 
accrued supplier invoices and employee 
superannuation, no debt has been incurred. All of 
these expenses will be paid from the current funds, 
and none of the funds raised through this Offer will be 
used for this purpose.

GROUP  
STRUCTURE 
 

Suprahedged  
Pty Ltd

Unhedged  
Pty Ltd

HOLDS  
ALL IP

OPERATING 
COMPANY

OWNS 
100%

ACN: 646 421 730  
ABN: 59 646 421 730

ACN: 646 541 362 
ABN: 88 646 541 362 
AR: 001288751 
under AFSL: 514 360
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Directors and  
senior managers

OUR DIRECTORS  
AND MANAGEMENT  

None of our directors nor senior managers have had any disciplinary action taken against them. 

 
PETER BAKKER

ROLE 
Founder and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 

REMUNERATION

• $60K/annum salary is currently being accrued to save 
cash. This will be paid out eventually, and as long as 
Peter is not paid a salary, this will accrue further. None 
of the funds raised in this CSF Offer will be used to 
pay this accrual.

• Peter currently has options, and he might receive 
more in the future.

• The initial Founder of the Company, Peter still 
has those shares issued at inception and has no 
intention of selling. His shares are subject to a vesting 
arrangement, and at the time of this document, he has 
vested 33% of his holdings

• Currently controls in effect 61% of the Company, and 
therefore Peter Bakker controls ordinary resolutions 
(which need a 50% majority under the Constitution) 
but not special resolutions (which need a 75% majority 
under the Constitution)

• If the Offer is completed at the maximum subscription 
Peter Bakker will hold slightly less than 50% and 
therefore would not control the Company.

•   If the Offer is completed at the minimum  
subscription, Peter Bakker will hold 57%

DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES

• Leadership of the Company and quantitative 
analysis

SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE 

Education:

• 2006: MBA from INSEAD

• 1996: MA from Erasmus University Rotterdam

Relevant Certificates:

• 2020: Rg146, General Advice

• 2020: Rg146, Securities

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

• 2017-current: Founder & CEO, Unhedged 
(Melbourne, Australia)

• 2015-2017:  Founder, Bakson Consulting (Melbourne, 
Australia)

• 2013-2015: GM Marketing/CMO, Aussie Farmers 
Direct (Melbourne, Australia)

• 2012-2013: GM Websites & eCommerce, Sensis 
Australia Pty Ltd (Melbourne, Australia)

• 2011-2013: Business Manager TargetHome, Target 
Australia Pty Ltd (Geelong, Australia)

• 2008-2011: EO, mydeco.com (London, United 
Kingdom) - Successful exit

• 2007-2008: Head of Digital Consulting, Bean 
Partners (London, United Kingdom)

• 2007-2008: VP, Operations and Finance, Glaxstar/
Glubble (London, United Kingdom)

• 2006-2007: Senior Sales Manager AdWords 
Benelux, Google (Dublin, Ireland)

• 2003-2006: Funder and Consultant, Cross Media 
Consulting (Amsterdam, Netherlands)

• 1997-2002: Founder and CTO/CEO, Track4 IT Group 
(Eindhoven, Netherlands) - Successful exit
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SASKIA ALBERS

ROLE

Co-Founder and Chief Operating Officer (COO) 

REMUNERATION

Currently not being paid any cash salary
When entering full time employment (30 June 2021) 
will be paid a below market rate salary compensated 
by equity grants.

Saskia will receive options.

As an investing Co-Founder of the Company, Saskia 
still has those shares and has no intention of selling.

DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES

Operations, product & channel management

SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE 

Education:

• 2018: MBA from INSEAD

• 2012: MA Quantitative Finance from Erasmus 
University Rotterdam 
Thesis: ‘Scenario Generation in Sensitivity based 
Value-at-Risk’

• 2010: BA Econometrics & Operations research from 
Erasmus University Rotterdam 
Thesis: ‘High Frequency Algorithmic Trading’

Professional experience:

• 2018-2021: Head of Strategy & Execution, Volt Bank 
(Sydney, Australia)

• 2013-2017: Management Consultant, A.T. Kearney 
2013 - 2014: Amsterdam, the Netherlands 
2014 - 2015: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
2015 - 2017: Sydney, Australia

JONATHAN JEFFRIES

ROLE

Co-Founder and Non-executive Director

REMUNERATION

Currently not being paid any cash salary, but planned 
to receive compensation in future.

Jonathan currently has no options, however, he might 
receive them in the future.

As an investing Co-Founder of the Company, Jonathan 
still has those shares and has no intention of selling. 
His shares are subject to a vesting arrangement, and 
at the time of this document, he has vested 33% of his 
holdings.

DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES

Oversight of HR, talent, partnerships and investor 
relations

GLENN VANBAVINCKHOVE

ROLE

Co-Founder and Chief Technology Officer (CTO)

REMUNERATION

Currently not being paid any cash salary

When entering full time employment (30 June 2021) 
will be paid a market rate salary.

Glenn currently has options, and he might receive 
more in the future.

As investing Co-Founder of the Company, Glenn still 
has those shares and has no intention of selling. His 
shares are subject to a vesting arrangement, and at 
the time of this document, he has vested 33% of his 
holdings.

DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES

The direction of all technical platforms and 
quantitative analysis teams.

SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE

Education:

• 2015: MBA from Macquarie Graduate School of 
Management (MGSM)

• 2012: PhD Accelerator physics from University of 
Amsterdam

• 2008: Msc Aerospace engineering from Technical 
University Delft 
Major in Dynamics and Control of Aerospace Vehicles

Professional experience:

• 2019-2021: Director Deloitte Australia

• 2016-2019: Senior Consultant/Manager KPMG Aus

• 2015-2016: Data Analyst BORONIA CAPITAL PTY LTD

• 2012-2014: Post-doctoral fellow at CERN

• 2008-2012: PhD Student at CERN/UvA

• 2011-2014: Co-founder COSNES

MICHAEL SPEIGHT

ROLE

Chief Risk Officer (CRO)

Responsible Manager in terms of Rg 105

REMUNERATION

Currently not being paid any cash salary

When entering full time employment (15 June 2021) 
will be paid a below market rate salary with options as 
compensation.

Michael will receive options in the future.

DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES

Compliance and risk management.

SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE

Education:

• Diploma Fraud Control 

• Diploma Government Investigations from Boxhill 
Institute

• Business Administration & Supervisory Management 
from University of Plymouth

Professional experience:

• 2013 - 2021: Head of Risk, Compliance & Financial 
Crime eNett International

• 2012 - 2013: Risk Management Consultant

• 2010 - 2012: Risk & Compliance (Country Manager)
Bank Of Cyprus Australia

• 2007 - 2009: Head of Operational Risk, IOOF 
Investment Management Ltd

• 2007 - 2007: Principal Consultant, Trusted Impact

• 2003 - 2007: Principal Consultant, Chasewaterford

• 2001 - 2003: CEO Asia-Pacific, Fraud Management Ltd

• 1993 - 2001: Head of Corporate Security, One 2 One

• 1983 – 1993: Intelligence, Army
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THE ADVISORY BOARD
Our Advisory Board comprises accomplished individuals that all bring a tremendous amount of experience, 
network, and knowledge to Unhedged and its management team. All of these individuals are incentivised with 
monthly vesting options or equity.

CAROLYN COLLEY

With more than 30 years of 
leadership experience spanning 
the financial services, Carolyn has 
played an industry-leading role in 
the advancement and disruption 
of fintech in Australia and led 
the evolution and introduction of 
some of today’s most compelling 
superannuation personal banking 
and wealth management solutions.

• Board member of ASX, IOOF, 
CountPlus and SmartGroup

• Carolyn co-founded Faethm and 
is an independent non-executive 
director

• Investor in Unhedged

BEN MARSHAN,

Ben has a deep insight into 
the functioning of the financial 
planning industry. Ben helps us with 
regulatory strategy and how to 
unlock financial advisors as channel 
and supporter.

• Head of Policy, Strategy and 
Innovation at Financial Planning 
Association of Australia

JAMES STEWART

James is an ex BCG consultant with 
an uncanny entrepreneurial spirit. 
He helps us with a deep connection 
into the start-up ecosystem and 
operationalising sales strategy.

• Strategy, Innovation and Growth 
in start-ups and scale-ups

• Investor in Unhedged

JASON PATTON 

As a fintech buff and wealth 
management specialist, Jason 
helps with strategy, connections 
into the fintech ecosystem and 
operationalising strategy.

• Advisor and fintech consultant

CHRISTIAN THALER-WOLSKI

Christian helps with business model 
development, positioning, and 
readying Unhedged for the next 
phase of growth and capital.

• B2B SaaS Start-up & VC Fund 
Advisor

• Moonshot space accelerator

MIKE COHEN

Mike helped in the early stages 
of Unhedged and created the 
compliance and regulatory 
frameworks.

• Advisor

• Investor in Unhedged
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Risks facing the business

Financial information
An investment in Suprahedged Pty 
Ltd should be seen as high-risk and 
speculative. A description of the main 
risks that may impact the Company’s 
business is included below. Investors 
should read this section carefully before 
deciding to apply for shares under the 
Offer. There are also other, more general 
risks associated with the Company 
(for example, risks relating to general 
economic conditions or the inability to 
quickly or easily sell your shares) that 
should be considered before committing 
to this Offer.

COMPETITION RISK 
Whilst Unhedged is creating a new 
category of application using algorithms 
in a fund structure, there is no guarantee 
that other companies won’t look to 
service this space in the medium term, 
particularly if automated investing begins 
to take more market share.

Competitors may offer aggressive 
discounts to attract customers, but as an 
technological first-mover, Unhedged will 
endeavour to educate and communicate 
to our customers the value proposition 
that Unhedged offers.

INSOLVENCY RISK 
On top of what we are raising in this 
round, Unhedged will need to seek 
further funding to achieve its objectives 
beyond 18-24 months. There is no 
guarantee that funding will be available 
on favourable terms or that we will 
receive any level of funding at all in this or 
future rounds.

REGULATORY AND LEGAL RISKS 
The Company is operating as an 
Authorised Representative under the 
AFSL 514 360 held by Cache. Without 
this licence, the Company would not 
be able to offer our products to retail 
customers. The contract with Cache is 
three years in length but can be cancelled 
by either party with a 90-day notice. 

If Unhedged was to lose this designation, 
then we would seek to enter into a similar 
arrangement with another AFSL holder. 
However, our growth strategy depends 
on keeping this designation until we can 
apply for our own independent AFSL.

There is no guarantee that we will 
receive our AFSL. We cannot predict the 
timelines for such approvals or whether 
regulatory authorities may impose other 
requirements on the Company or Cache.

There are also other regulatory risks 
that apply to the Company, so there 
is a risk of non-compliance. However, 
the directors are satisfied that these 
regulatory requirements are substantially 
known to the Founder, senior staff and 
industry advisers and are being managed 
effectively.

START-UP RISK 
The Company has a limited operating 
history and will endeavour to build the 
business with the funds raised through 
the Offer. However, the Company is 
subject to all of the risks associated 
with early-stage businesses, including 
uncertainty around the volume and origin 
of revenue streams, size and existence of 
repeat customers, and risks associated 
with evolving technology. In particular, 
the Company is not yet profitable and 
is yet to generate revenue through 
anticipated revenue streams.

The commercial success of the business 
will depend on many factors, including 
the Company’s ability to attract and 
retain quality staff, loyal customers and its 
first-mover technological advantage.

MARKET RISK 
Unhedged trades using algorithms that 
have solid academic footing. However, 
market circumstances can change in 
unexpected ways so that the algorithms 
need to be adjusted, and users may incur 
losses that could take a long time to 
recover.

DILUTION RISK 
A shareholder’s interest will be diluted 
if they do not participate in future 
fundraisings. We expect to undertake 
additional fund raising initiatives to 
enable future expansion.

SHARES ARE ILLIQUID AND MAY NOT 
BE APPROPIATELY PRICED

The Company is not listed. There is a 
limited market for the trading of Shares 
and no guarantee the price of the Shares 
will be maintained or increase. There may 
be relatively few or even no potential 
buyers or sellers of the Shares at any 
given time. This may prevent investors 
from acquiring more Shares or disposing 
of Shares they acquire under the Offer 
easily. 

Further, there may be few people willing 
to buy your Shares and those people may 
only want to buy them from you at par 
value or a discounted price. There is no 
assurance that the Shares will increase in 
value after the Offer

KEY PERSON RISK 
Although all employees at Unhedged 
have a vital function and are talented in 
many ways, two people can be defined 
as having a Key Person Risk (meaning 
that there would be a significant risk to 
the prospects of the Company if they 
were to discontinue working for the 
business). These are:

Peter Bakker, Founder and CEO. Peter is 
the creative brains behind Unhedged and 
is the author of most of its algorithms.

Glenn Vanbavinckhove, Co-Founder, 
CTO and our head quantitative analyst. 
Glenn has architected and partly built the 
backend technology stack comprising 
the Unhedged product. He also created a 
part of the backend for the App.

CYBER RISK 
Computer malware, viruses, and 
computer hacking and phishing 
attacks have become more prevalent 
and sophisticated. An attack on the 
Company’s systems may occur at any 
time. Although it is difficult to determine 
what, if any, harm may directly result from 
any specific interruption or attack, the 
failure to maintain performance, reliability, 
security, and availability of the Company’s 
products and technical infrastructure to 
the satisfaction of its clients/customers 
may negatively impact the Company’s 
ability to generate revenue, may harm 
the Company’s reputation or may 
undermine its ability to retain existing 
clients/customers or attract new clients/
customers.

As a tech company there is als a risk that 
failures or disruptions to Unhedged’s 
platform or services may cause 
problems for customers. This may create 
complaints that are costly to manage and 
may lead to churn of customers.

COUNTERPARTY RISK 
The contract with Cache can be cancelled 
in 90 days by either party As we are 
dependent on the AFSL of Cache this 
is a risk considering as getting another 
Authorised Representative agreement 
with another AFSL carrying company 
might take longer than 90 days.

CUSTOMER ACQUISITION RISK 
Unhedged is dependent on getting 
customers and getting a critical mass 
of funds under management, so we 
can earn an overperformance fee. If 
Unhedged is unable to acquire customers 
to this minimum threshold level, the 
Company’s ability to generate revenue 
will be negatively impacted.

BALANCE SHEET

Financial information for the Company and Unhedged Pty Ltd for the period from the date of 
incorporation to 31 May 2021 have been included below, based on management accounts, and 
accordingly may be subject to change

Suprahedged Pty Ltd As at 31st May 2021

Account  
  
ASSETS  

Bank
Holding Account  223,697.64

Total Bank  223,697.64

Non-current Assets
Investment - Unhedged  200,000.00
Loan - Unhedged  16,456.00

Total Non-current Assets  216,456.00

Total Assets  440,153.64

LIABILITIES

Current Liabilities
GST  (1,700.00)

Total Current Liabilities  (1,700.00)

Total Liabilities  (1,700.00)

Net Assets  441,853.64

EQUITY

Current Year Earnings  (20,558.72)
Share Capital  462,412.36

Total Equity  441,853.64

Unhedged Pty Ltd   As at 31st May 2021

Account  
  
ASSETS  

Bank
Airwallex AUD  10,440.48
Airwallex EUR  2,523.74
Airwallex USD  1,183.35
Business Trans Acct  68,577.82

Total Bank  82,725.39

Fixed Assets
Computer Equipment  2,000.00

Total Fixed Assets  2,000.00

Total Assets  84,725.39

LIABILITIES

Current Liabilities
American Express  19,971.92
GST  (6,739.65)
PAYG Withholdings Payable  3,566.00
Superannuation Payable  1,118.09
Wages Payable - Payroll  8,203.22

Total Current Liabilities  26,119.58

Non-current Liabilities
Loan - Suprahedged  136,456.00

Total Non-current Liabilities  136,456.00

Total Liabilities 162,575.58

Net Assets  (77,850.19)

EQUITY

Current Year Earnings  (277,850.19)
Owner’s Capital  200,000.00

Total Equity  (77,850.19)
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PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

Suprahedged Pty Ltd
From incorporation to 31 May 2021

Account  Dec 2020-May 2021 

Gross Profit  0.00

OPERATING EXPENSES

Consulting & Accounting  17,000.00
General Expenses  3,558.72

Total Operating Expenses  20,558.72

Net Profit  (20,558.72)

Unhedged Pty Ltd
From incorporation to 31 May 2021

Account  Dec 2020-May 2021 

TRADING INCOME

Other Revenue  3,865.27

Total Trading Income  3,865.27

COST OF SALES

Cloud Infrastructure  765.03
Data  1,815.18

Total Cost of Sales  2,580.21

Gross Profit  1,285.06

OPERATING EXPENSES

Accounting  157.89
App Development  65,879.78
Bank Fees  48.40
Capital Raising Costs  12,541.92
Consulting & Accounting  2,306.60
CAC/Advertising  20,677.27
Entertainment  413.78
Equipment & Supplies  1,362.73
Interest Expense  3,443.00
Legal expenses  3,531.11
Office Expenses  3,143.07
PR Campaign  4,590.55
Product Launch  732.55
Rent & Utilities  724.80
Research Software & Subscriptions  8,864.65
Risk & Compliance  1,731.18
Software Centralised  731.84
Software Subscriptions per person  966.78
Staff Training  271.82
Superannuation  1,118.09
Travel - National  2,315.21
Wages and Salaries  139,972.44
Website Development  3,609.79

Total Operating Expenses  279,135.25

Net Profit  (277,850.19)

CASH FLOW STATEMENT

Unhedged Pty Ltd  
For the period from incorporation to 31 May 2021

  
OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Net Income from Profit & Loss Report  (277,850.19)

Minus: GST paid  (6,739.65)
Add: PAYG Withholdings Payable  3,566.00
Add: Superannuation Payable  1,118.09
Add: Wages Payable - Payroll  8,203.22
Add: Loan payable to Suprahedge  136,456.00
Add: American Express  19,971.92

Net Cash Flows from Operating Activities  (115,274.61)

INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Payment for property, plant and equipment (2,000.00)

Net Cash Flows from Investing Activities  (2,000.00)

FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Capital raised from investors  200,000.00

Net Cash Flows from Financing Activities  200,000.00

NET CASH FLOWS FOR THE PERIOD  82,725.39

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period   0.00
Net change in cash for period   82,725.39
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash   0.00

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period  82,725.39
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

Unhedged Pty Ltd  
From incorporation to 31 May 2021

BALANCE AT INCORPORATION  0.00

Capital contribution during the period  200,000.00
Profit/Loss for the year  (277,850.19)
Drawings  0.00

BALANCE AT 31 MAY 2021  (77,850.19)

Suprahedged Pty Ltd  
From incorporation to 31 May 2021

BALANCE AT INCORPORATION  0.00

Capital contribution during the period  462,412.36
Profit/Loss for the year  (20,558.72)
Drawings  0.00

BALANCE AT 31 MAY 2021  441,853.64

     

CASH FLOW STATEMENT

Suprahedged Pty Ltd  
From incorporation to 31 May 2021

  
OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Net Income from Profit & Loss Report  (20,558.72)

Minus: GST paid  (1,700.00)
Add: American Express

Net Cash Flows from Operating Activities  (22,258.72)

INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Payment for property, plant and equipment (216,456.00)

Net Cash Flows from Investing Activities  (216,456.00)

FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Capital raised from investors  462,412.36

Net Cash Flows from Financing Activities  462,412.36

NET CASH FLOWS FOR THE PERIOD  223,697.64

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period   0.00
Net change in cash for period   223,697.64
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash   0.00

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period  223,697.64
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Section 3: 
Information 
about the 
Offer

Terms of 
the Offer
Suprahedged Pty Ltd is offering up to 402,684 shares 
at an issue price of $7.45 per share to raise up to 
$3,000,000. The key terms and conditions of the Offer 
are set out below.

A description of the rights associated with the shares 
is set out in the section below.

To participate in the Offer, you must submit a 
completed application form together with the 
application money via the Intermediary’s platform. The 
Intermediary’s website provides instructions on how to 
apply for shares under the Offer at www.birchal.com.

The Intermediary must close the Offer early in 
certain circumstances. For example, if the Maximum 
Subscription is reached, the Offer must be closed. If 
the Minimum Subscription is not reached or the Offer 
is closed but not completed, you will be refunded your 
application money.

Investors may withdraw their application during the 
Cooling-off Period. Further information on investor 
cooling-off rights can be found in Section 4 of this CSF 
offer document.

The Offer is not underwritten, and there is no 
guarantee that these funds will be raised.

TERM DETAILS

Shares Fully-paid ordinary shares

Price $7.45 per share

Minimum Subscription $350,000

Maximum Subscription $3,000,000

Minimum parcel size $250.00

Opening date 16 June 2021

Closing date 28 June2021
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Rights associated  
with the shares

Use of  
funds 

Immediately after issue, the shares 
will be fully paid shares. There 
will be no liability on the part of 
shareholders, and the shares will rank 
equally with the shares currently on 
issue.

The rights associated with the 
shares are set out in the Company’s 
Constitution. These rights are 
described below. A copy of the 
Constitution is available on the 
Intermediary’s platform.

VOTING RIGHTS
Each shareholder has one vote on 
a show of hands and, on a poll, one 
vote for each share held.

DIVIDENDS
All shareholders have a right to 
receive any dividends declared and 
paid by the Company. The directors 
have discretion and may resolve 
to pay dividends, subject to their 
obligations under the Corporations 
Act (for example, they cannot pay 
dividends unless the Company’s 
assets are sufficiently in excess of 
its liabilities immediately before 
the dividend is declared and 
where it may materially prejudice 
the Company’s ability to pay its 
creditors). 

GENERAL 
MEETINGS AND 
NOTICES
Directors have the power to call 
meetings of all shareholders or 
meetings of only those shareholders 
who hold a particular class of shares. 
Shareholders who hold at least 5% 
of the votes which may be cast at 
a general meeting of the Company 
have the power to call and hold a 
meeting themselves or to require the 
directors to call and hold a meeting.

ELECTION AND 
REMOVAL OF 
DIRECTORS
Shareholders may vote to elect 
and remove directors at a general 
meeting by way of ordinary 
resolution (50%). The Founder Peter 
Bakker has a right to appoint a 
director as long as Peter Bakker and 
or his trust has more than 5% of the 
shares in Suprahedged Pty Ltd.

WINDING-UP
If the Company is wound up and 
there are any assets left over after 
all the Company’s debts have been 
paid, the surplus is distributed to 
shareholders after secured and 
unsecured creditors of the Company. 

RESTRICTIONS 
ON SALE AND 
TRANSFER
The following share sale 
restrictions are adopted in the 
Constitution of Suprahedged 
Pty Ltd, the Holding Company of 
Unhedged:

DRAG AND TAG ALONG RIGHTS

• Drag along rights at 75% of the 
shares: If 75% of share capital 
agrees to sell to someone, the 
buyer can also buy your shares

• Tag-along rights at 80% of the 
shares: If 80% of share capital 
agrees to sell to someone, you 
have the right to sell at the same 
price to the buyer

EXIT PROVISIONS

• The board can decide to put all 
shares in Escrow or lockup at an 
exit event 

PRE-EMPTIVE RIGHTS

• You can only sell your shares if 
the shareholders pass a majority 
resolution stating that you may 
(see Constitution) or you comply 
with the Founder’s first right of 
refusal procedure set out in the 
Constitution

• Founders have the first right 
of refusal, so you have to offer 
shares to the founders first after 
negotiating a price with a third 
party (see Constitution). If the 
founders decide not to buy your 
shares, you are free to sell them to 
a third party if the board agrees

BOARDS’ DISCRETION TO  
REFUSE TO REGISTER A 
TRANSFER OF SHARES

• Board can refuse transfers at their 
sole  discretion (see Constitution)

The table below sets out the intended use of funds raised under this Offer 
based on the minimum and maximum subscription amounts.

The Offer costs include the Intermediary’s fees under the hosting 
agreement between the Company and the Intermediary. These fees are 
up to 6% of all funds raised by the Company through Birchal Financial 
Services Pty Ltd (Intermediary), plus $2,800 for administration and setup 
costs.

Working capital includes overhead expenses, employee wages and 
director remuneration. Details of payments to be made to directors and 
senior managers are as follows:

•  Remuneration for 1-4 senior managers (total $136-$505K / year)

Other estimated Working capital costs are:

• Expected operating data costs ($6K/ year)

• Third-party costs (KYC, AML, fund management) (up to $60K/year)

• AFSL licence costs ($24K/year)

RELATED PARTIES 
PAYMENTS 
There is no payment to related 
parties planned or dues that would 
be paid from the funds raised in 
this Offer.  

 
OBJECTIVES 
CHANGE WITH 
SUBSCRIPTION 
AMOUNT 
VARIATION 

We expect that the Maximum 
Subscription amount will be 
sufficient to meet the Company’s 
short-term objectives over the next 
18–24 months.

If only the Minimum Subscription 
amount is raised, the Company 
needs further funding to be able 
to carry out our intended activities 
over the next 12–18 months. In such 
circumstances, the Company may 
consider undertaking a further 
CSF offer under the CSF regime or 
raise finance through a SAFE Note 
(a simple agreement for future 
equity or type of convertible debt), 
Ordinary Shares, Preferred Shares 
or debt. Until such additional 
funding is obtained, we will scale 
back on hiring new employees 
and continue to focus our cash 
resources on customer acquisition 
and App improvements.

Intended use funds in H1 FY22 Min Subs
$350,000

Max Subs
$3,000,000

Product build (v2) $30,000 $80,000

Product build (v3) $150,000

ESG algorithm development $50,000

Working capital $200,000 $595,000

Customer acquisition costs $96,200 $600,000

Financing beyond FY22H1, including 
preparation expansion, white labelling of 
services and other products

$1,342,200

Offer costs $23,800 $182,800

Total $350,000 $3,000,000
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Investor  
rewards

What can I do with 
my shares? 

Early-Stage Innovation 
Company (ESIC)

In addition to being a shareholder 
of Suprahedged Pty Ltd, a range 
of rewards is being offered for 
investors. 

These may include, but are not 
limited:

• Unhedged T-Shirt

• A fun algorithmic dinner with the 
founding team in a capital city 
near you depending on Covid 
requirements/restrictions

• Influence on the product suit 
via the Customer Advice Board 
(CAB)

The table on the right sets out 
the investor rewards based on the 
amount invested.

Shares in the Company are considered illiquid as they 
cannot easily be transferred or sold. However, there are 
numerous possible circumstances that may create an 
opportunity for shareholders to exit their investment in 
the Company. 

These include, but are not limited to:

• A trade purchase of the Company

• A listing on a registered stock exchange (e.g. the ASX)

• A private equity investment in the Company

• A share buy-back by the Company

There is no guarantee that any of the exit options will 
eventuate.

From 1 July 2016, if you invest in an early-stage 
qualifying innovation company (ESIC), you may be 
eligible for tax incentives. The incentives provide 
eligible investors who purchase new shares with:

• A non-refundable carry-forward tax offset equal 
to 20% of the value of their qualifying investments. 
This is capped at a maximum tax offset amount 
of $200,000 for sophisticated investors and their 
affiliates and $50,000 for retail investors and their 
affiliates.

• A modified capital gains tax (CGT) treatment, under 
which capital gains made or accrued on qualifying 
shares that are continuously held for at least 12 
months and less than ten years, are exempt from 
CGT. Capital losses made or accrued on shares held 
less than ten years are also disregarded.

More information about the ESIC regime is available 
from the ATO website here - https://www.ato.gov.au/
Business/Tax-incentives-for-innovation/In-detail/Tax-
incentives-for-early-stage-investors/

Based on an objective self-assessment with the 
assistance of advisors, as at the time of this document, 
the Company has assessed itself and believes that it 
meets the criteria as a qualifying ESIC for the purposes 
of this Offer. Investors who purchase new shares in 
qualifying ESICs may be eligible for certain early-stage 
tax incentives.

The Company does not warrant or guarantee that 
it will qualify under relevant rules as an ESIC and 
is not able to form a view or give investors tax 
advice as to whether they are eligible for any tax 
incentives. Neither the Company nor the Intermediary 
take any responsibility for investors that invest on 
the assumption that ESIC will apply to them or 
the Company. We recommend that investors seek 
independent tax advice about their investment.

REWARD $500 $1,000 $5,000 $10,000 $25,000 Method of 
Delivery

Personal letter of  
thanks from Founders 
and mention on the 
Company website 

Email and 
online

Online Q&A  via zoom 
where you can ask the 
algorithm developers  
and team whatever  
you want.

 X Online 

Unhedged Polo-shirt 
or quality Unhedged 
umbrella to support  
your rainy-day fund!

X X Online

Invitation to join the 
Customer Advisory 
Board and influence 
the company’s future 
direction (it is assumed 
you use the product).

X X Online

Dinner with the Founding 
team in an Australian 
capital city closest to you 
with an algorithm-theme!

X X X Personal
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Section 4:  
Information 
about investor 
rights

Cooling-off 
rights

Communication facility  
for the Offer

If you are a Retail Investor, you have the right to 
withdraw your application under this Offer and to be 
repaid your application money. If you wish to withdraw 
your application for any reason (including if you 
change your mind about investing in the Company), 
you must do so within five business days of making 
your application (Cooling-off Period).

You must withdraw your application via the 
Intermediary’s platform. You will be able to withdraw 
your application within the Cooling-off Period by 
following the link and the instructions within your 
portfolio on the Intermediary’s platform.

After your withdrawal has been processed, the 
Intermediary will refund the application money to your 
nominated account as soon as practicable.  
If you have any questions regarding the process to 
withdraw your application please contact Birchal via 
https://www.birchal.com/contact

You can ask questions about the Offer on the 
communication facility available on the Intermediary’s 
platform. You can also use the communication 
facility to communicate with other investors, with the 
Company and with the Intermediary about this Offer.

You will be able to post comments and questions 
about the Offer and see the posts of other investors on 
the communication facility. The Company and/or the 
Intermediary will also be able to respond to questions 
and comments posted by investors.

Officers, employees or agents of the Company and 
related parties or associates of the Company or the 
Intermediary may participate in the facility and must 
clearly disclose their relationship to the Company and/
or Intermediary when making posts on the facility.

Any comments made in good faith on the 
communication facility are not subject to the 
advertising restrictions in the Corporations Act.
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Proprietary company corporate 
governance obligations

RELATED PARTY 
TRANSACTIONS
If we successfully complete this 
Offer, the rules on related party 
transactions in Chapter 2E of 
the Corporations Act will apply 
to the Company (for so long 
as we continue to have CSF 
shareholders). This means that 
the Company is required to obtain 
shareholder approval before giving 
financial benefits to related parties 
of the Company (e.g. directors and 
their spouses, children or parents), 
subject to certain exceptions 
(such as reasonable remuneration 
provided to directors).

TAKEOVERS 
 
If we successfully complete this 
Offer and have more than 50 
shareholders, the takeover rules 
in the Corporations Act will only 
apply to the Company in a very 
limited way. If someone wants to 
buy more than 20% of the voting 
shares in the Company, they will be 
able to do so without complying 
with the takeover rules. This means 
a person may be able to get 
control of the Company without 
making a formal takeover bid to all 
shareholders or without seeking 
shareholder approval.

Shareholders will not have the 
benefit of the full protections under 
the takeover rules, which means 
you may not have the right to vote 
on or participate in a change of 
control of the Company. However, 
the general principles of ensuring 
shareholders have sufficient 
information and time to consider 
a change of control, and all have a 
reasonable and equal opportunity 
to participate in any benefits, will 
apply to the Company. In addition, 
the Takeovers Panel has jurisdiction 
to hear disputes relating to the 
control of the Company.

ANNUAL  
REPORT
While the Company is currently a 
small proprietary company that 
is not required to prepare annual 
financial reports and directors’ 
reports, if we successfully complete 
this Offer, then we will be required 
to prepare and lodge these annual 
reports with ASIC (within four 
months of the financial year-end). 
The Company has a 30 June year-
end, and its financial reports must 
be lodged by 31 October each year.

The Company’s financial reports are 
currently not required to be audited 
as we are a small proprietary 
company. This means that the 
Company’s financial reports will 
not be subject to auditor oversight 
and, therefore, there will be no 
independent assurance of the 
Company’s financial statements. 
However, the directors are still 
required to ensure that the financial 
statements give a true and fair view 
of the Company’s financial position 
and performance and that the 
financial statements comply with 
the accounting standards. 

The Company may be required to 
have our financial reports audited in 
the future if we raise more than $3 
million from CSF offers (including 
this current Offer and any future 
offers) or otherwise become a large 
proprietary company.

DISTRIBUTION OF 
ANNUAL REPORT
The Company is not required to 
notify shareholders in writing of 
the options to receive or access the 
annual report. Shareholders will not 
be able to elect to receive a copy of 
the annual report by way of email 
or post. However, shareholders can 
access the annual report on the 
Company’s share registry website 
at the following address  
www.cakeequity.com.au  (free of 
charge) or can purchase the report 
from ASIC.
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ABN means Australian Business Number

ACN means Australian Company Number

AFSL means Australian Financial Service 
Licence.

Alpha means financial returns generated from 
a strategy.

Alpha Launch means a limited release launch 
for known users.

Alpha Testing means the App is not live yet, 
but in private testing mode.

Anti Money Laundering (AML) means 
the laws and regulations intended to stop 
criminals from disguising illegally obtained 
funds as legitimate income.

AOR means an ETF fund that attempts to 
provide exposure to a global portfolio of 
iShares ETFs, with 60% allocation to equity 
and 40% allocation to fixed income.

App means the “Unhedged” software that 
a client accesses to invest. It could be 
via a mobile device or through a desktop 
computer.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is technology 
that aims to replicate human-like thinking 
and senses usually for problem solving or 
efficiency purposes.

ASIC means Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission.

ASX means the Australian Stock Exchange

ATO means Australian Tax Office.

Authorised Representative means an 
individual, body corporate or partnership 
authorised by an AFS licensee to provide 
particular financial services or products on 
their behalf. 

Benchmark means a standard index or 
ETF against which performance may be 
compared.

Beta means the volatility witnessed from a 
trading strategy.

Beta Launch means a release for a controlled 
unknown group

Beta Testing  is a phase in which software is 

at its infancy and still subject to continuous 
improvement.

Business Stack means businesses and 
organisations that all together form the 
ecosystem the Company operates in: the 
enablers.

Customer Advice Board (CAB) means a 
non-corporate group of customers that can 
be asked to advice on future direction of the 
product.

Company means Suprahedged Pty Ltd ACN 
646 541 362.

Constitution means the rules by which the 
Company is governed.

Cooling-off Period means the period ending 
five business days after an application 
is made under this Offer, during which 
an investor has a right to withdraw their 
application and be repaid their application 
money.

CSF means crowd-sourced funding under 
Part 6D.3A of the Corporations Act.

Customer Acquisition Costs means the costs 
associated with attracting new clients.

Escrow means assets that are placed in a 
custody and can only be taken out when 
certain conditions are satisfied.

Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) means a 
fund that buys a group of stocks, futures or 
options based on an index or theme.

Execute means an order for a financial 
instrument or currency is placed into the 
market for trade.

Forex means foreign exchange.

Funds Under Management (FUM) or Amend 
to Assets and (AUM) means the value of 
money invested in a fund.

High Water Mark means the highest peak 
in unit value of a fund. This is used as a 
performance hurdle for performance fees.

Holding Company means a company 
created to buy and own the shares of other 
companies, which it then controls

Intermediary means Birchal Financial 
Services Pty Ltd AFSL 502618.

Investment Committee means the Manager’s 
investment committee that will oversee, 
advise and consult with respect to the 
Company’s investment strategy, acquisition 
and origination of assets, sourcing, financing 
and leveraging strategies.

Investment Memorandum (IM) means 
a document that discloses the offer to 
wholesale investors

Investment Policy Statement (IPS) defines 
the rules of investment portfolio management

Key Person Risk means the risk associated 
with critical reliance on key personnel, such 
as CEO and CTO, who would be difficult 
to replace in the event they unexpectedly 
departed the Company.

Know Your Customer (KYC) means the 
process businesses execute to verify the 
identity of their clients either before or during 
the commencement of business.

Life Time Value means the value of a 
customer or average value of customers over 
the duration of their engagement with the 
Company.

Machine Learning (ML) means using software 
that self improves as it gets more exposure 
to data and outcomes of what it is trying to 
optimise for.

Maximum Subscription means the amount 
specified in this CSF offer document as the 
maximum amount sought to be raised by the 
Offer.

Minimum Subscription means the amount 
specified in this CSF offer document as the 
minimum amount sought to be raised by the 
Offer.

Ordinary Shares means also known as 
common shares, is defined as shares of a 
company that give shareholders the right 
to vote in the company’s meeting and also 
an income in the form of dividends from the 
corporation’s profits.

Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) means 
a document that financial service providers 
must provide to you when they recommend 
or offer a financial product.

Company Updates Glossary

The Company will provide regular updates to investors 
via the Company’s share registry website at  
www.Cakeequity.com.au and via the Intermediary’s 
platform.
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Preferred Shares refers to a class of 
ownership that has a higher claim on assets 
and earnings than common stock has.

Retail investor has the meaning given to the 
term “retail client” under the Corporations 
Act.

Rg means the regulatory guide for financial 
licensing.

SAFE Note means a convertible security that, 
like an option or warrant, allows the investor 
to buy shares in a future priced round.

Slippage means the cost of trading excluding 
the Transaction Costs.

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) means 
the process of improving the quality and 
quantity of website traffic to a website from 
search engines.

Share Option means a benefit in the form 
of an option given by the Company to an 
employee to buy a share in the Company at a 
discount or at a stated fixed price.

S&P500 means the Standard & Poor’s 500, a 
stock index that consists of the 500 largest 
companies in the USA. 
 
SPY means an ETF Trust that seeks 
investment results that, before expenses, 
generally correspond to the price and yield 
performance of the component common 
stocks of the S&P 500 Index.

SPDR means Standard and Poor’s Depository 
Receipt (an ETF provider)

Takeovers Panel means a primary forum 
for resolving disputes about a takeover 
bid until the bid period has ended. The 
Panel is a peer review body, with part time 
members appointed from the active members 
of Australia’s takeovers and business 
communities.

Transaction Costs means the cost to pay to 
the broker to execute the trade

Unhedged Fund means a Unit Trust managed 
by Cache based on signals generated by 
Unhedged’ algorithms.

Unit Price means a representative value 
relating to the capital retained in each 
algorithm on a given day.

Unit Trust means a type of structure that one 
or more beneficiaries can be assigned to in 
order to benefit from both distributions and 
capital.

Appendix
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THREE ALGORITHMS READY FOR LAUNCH

We have three algorithms ready for launch, plus we have several currently undergoing quantitative testing.

Algorithm #1

Algorithm #1 is a ‘Quantemental’ 
algorithm which aims to exploit the 
correlation between metals prices 
and economic activity. The thesis 
is that the demand for copper is 
a leading indicator for economic 
activity as it has applications in 
many industries and products. 

On the other hand, gold can be 
considered a defensive commodity 
as its value typically increases in 
times of economic uncertainty, 
ignoring other factors like inflation 
or supply disruptions.

The strategy of Algorithm #1 uses 
the ratio between copper and gold 
prices and volatility indicators to 
determine whether the economy 
is expanding or contracting. This 
algorithm has been trading for 
many years in different forms in our 
private accounts.

1 https://www.morningstar.com/indexes/spi/spx/risk 

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Value_at_risk 

3 https://www.morningstar.com/indexes/spi/spx/performance 

4 tradingview.com 

5 calculated 

6 https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/SPY/risk/ 

7 https://logical-invest.com/app/etf/spy/spdr-s-p-500 

8 https://marketchameleon.com/Overview/SPY/VolatilitySkew/IV30ByDelta 

9 https://www.macroaxis.com/invest/technicalIndicator/%5EGSPC--Kurtosis--Kurtosis 

Graph 1.0 (Backtested): 
The graph depicts a 10 year 
backtested result of Algorithm 
#1 against the S&P500 
benchmark. This backtest 
depicts a similar volatility 
profile to the Benchmark. The 
Y axis indicates the value of 
the portfolio if you would have 
started with $100. This includes 
Slippage and Transaction 
Costs. Backtests are not an 
indicator of past performance, 
nor an indicator of future 
performance 

Graphs 1.2 (Backtested): The 
first graph depicts a monthly 
heatmap of backtested 
algorithm performance. The 
second graph shows the average 
(mean) backtested returns for 
the given calendar year. It also 
shows how each separate year 
performed relative to the mean 
throughout the backtest. The 
third graph shows a histogram of 
the observations a certain month 
has returned when backtested 
over 10 years. A bias to the 
right is ideal as this indicates 
positive monthly returns when 
backtested.

Summary Insight Algorithm #1 is a relative stable algorithm 
providing stable returns, however, we need to emphasise that 
it is as volatile as the markets and can be expected to lose 
more on losing days than the market. This is a sign that the 
algorithm tends to take positions a bit too early and holds 
them a bit too long. What is important is that this algorithm 
will move to cash when it detects stress and hence it’s 
Max Drawdown is lower than the market. According to the 
statistics this algorithm will have a better risk/return profie 
than the market while it only follows the market by a factor 
of 0.13

VALUE  
BACKTEST

VALUE  
S&P500

DESCRIPTION REF

Risk Reward Measures

Sharpe Ratio  1.00  0.71 The Sharpe ratio is the average return earned in excess of the risk-free 
rate per unit of total risk. The higher the better

7

Sortino Ratio  2.03  0.99 The Sortino ratio differs from the Sharpe ratio in that it only considers the 
standard deviation of the downside risk

7

Alpha  0.24  -   The excess return of an investment relative to the return of a benchmark 
index. According to Yahoo the SPY has a negative Alpha of -0.09 due to 
costs

6

Beta  0.13  1.00 Beta describes the magnitude of a security's returns as it responds to 
swings in the market

Risk Measures

Annual Volatility 17.56% 18.10%  Volatility is a measure of the price fluctuations of an asset or portfolio. 1,5

Max Drawdown -16.22% -33.79% Is the maximum peak to trough. The more negative, the more losses 
incurred at the maximum point. An investor should be comfortable losing 
this and not become nervous

4

Daily Value at 
Risk

-2.12% -1.31% It estimates how much a set of investments might lose in a day (with 
probability of 95%), given normal market conditions

2

Return

Annnual Return 24.70% 12.52% The backtested performance for the 11 year period per annum 3

Cumulative 
Return

1085% 334% Cummulative returns is a compounded metric over the time period 
tested.

3

Statistical Measures

Skew  0.20  0.16 Skewness, in statistics, is the degree of asymmetry observed in a 
probability distribution. Positive means more positive returns, negative 
more negative return

8

Kurtosis  14.41  16.18 Kurtosis is a measure of the combined weight of a distribution's tails 
relative to the centre of the distribution

9

Quant specific measures

Stability 99%

Gross leverage  1.00 

Daily Turnover 9.50%

STATISTICAL METRICS ALGORITHM #1

START DATE BACKTEST 12/2/10 END DATE BACKTEST 30/4/21 DURATION 134 months
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Algorithm #2 

The strategy for Algorithm #2 is 
a so-called ‘Robust Hierarchical 
Risk Parity’ strategy, which means 
it’s designed to allocate between 
equity and bond exposures 
depending on market conditions. 
These conditions are measured 
by comparing the performance 
between various markets.

The allocation into equities is 
based on individual sectors with 
the weightings determined by an 
allocation algorithm to set the risk 
parity of each security, taking the 
correlation and covariation into 
account. 

Graph 1.3 (Backtested): 
The graph depicts a 10 
year backtested result of 
Algorithm #2 against the AOR 
benchmark which represents 
the 60% equity and 40% 
Bond portfolio. This backtest 
depicts a similar return profile 
to the Benchmark but has 
a favourable Alpha profile 
and less volatility. Backtests 
are not an indicator of past 
performance, nor an indicator 
of future performance

Graphs 1.4: (Backtested) The 
first graph depicts a monthly 
heatmap of backtested 
algorithm performance. The 
second graph shows the average 
(mean) backtested returns 
for the given calendar year, it 
also shows how each separate 
year performed relative to the 
mean. The third graph shows a 
histogram of the observations 
a certain month has returned 
when backtested over 10 years. 
A bias to the right indicates 
positive monthly returns when 
backtested.

STATISTICAL METRICS ALGORITHM #2

START DATE BACKTEST 12/2/10 END DATE BACKTEST 30/4/21 DURATION 134 months

1 https://www.morningstar.com/indexes/spi/spx/risk 

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Value_at_risk   

3 https://www.morningstar.com/indexes/spi/spx/performance   

4 tradingview.com 

5 calculated 

6 https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/SPY/risk/ 

7 https://logical-invest.com/app/etf/spy/spdr-s-p-500 

8 https://marketchameleon.com/Overview/SPY/VolatilitySkew/IV30ByDelta  

9 https://www.macroaxis.com/invest/technicalIndicator/%5EGSPC--Kurtosis--Kurtosis  

10 Ycharts.com

VALUE 
BACKTEST

VALUE 
BENCHMARK 
AOR

VALUE 
S&P500

DESCRIPTION REF

Risk Reward Measures

Sharpe Ratio  0.94  0.84  0.71 The Sharpe ratio is the average return earned in excess of the  
risk-free rate per unit of total risk. The higher the better

10,7

Sortino Ratio  1.33  0.85  0.99 The Sortino ratio differs from the Sharpe ratio in that it only 
considers the standard deviation of the downside risk

10,7

Alpha  0.07  (0.09)  -   The excess return of an investment relative to the return of a 
benchmark index.  AOR has a negative Alpha of -0.09

10,6

Beta  0.26  0.60  1.00 Beta describes the magnitude of a security's returns as it responds 
to swings in the market (backtest to AOR and AOR to S&P500)

Risk Measures

Annual Volatility 9.61% 8.11% 18.10% Volatility is a measure of the price fluctuations of an asset  
or portfolio.

1,5

Max Drawdown -13.58% -22.95% -33.79% Is the maximum peak to trough. The more negative, the more 
losses incurred at the maximum point. An investor should be 
comfortable losing this and not become nervous

1,4

Daily Value at Risk -1.18% -2.08% -1.31% It estimates how much a set of investments might lose in a day 
(with probability of 95%), given normal market conditions

1,2

Return

Annnual Return 8.93% 8.30% 12.52% The backtested performance for the 11 year period per annum 1,3

Cumulative Return 161% 110% 334% Cummulative returns is a compounded metric over the time period 
tested.

1,3

Statistical Measures

Skew  (0.35)  n/a  0.16 Skewness, in statistics, is the degree of asymmetry observed in 
a probability distribution. Positive means more positive returns, 
negative more negative return

8

Kurtosis  2.45  n/a  16.18 Kurtosis is a measure of the combined weight of a distribution's 
tails relative to the centre of the distribution

9

Quant specific measures

Stability 89%  n/a 

Gross leverage  0.96  0.99 

Daily Turnover 15.75%  n/a 

Summary Insight Algorithm #2 is a Hierarchical Risk Parity 
Algorithm and is designed to be less volatile and less risky 
than the market. It also has lower return than the market but 
a bit higher than its Benchmark (the 60/40 portfolio). This 
algorithm has a Benchmark that has statistical properties 
closer to the algorithm. The return profile of this algorithm 
has a low Kurtosis meaning most of the returns are in the 
middle of the distribution. The volatility is also almost half of 
the market, while the annual return is 3.59% lower than the 
S&P500. This can beneficial for customers looking for a low 
volatility strategy to comabine with a higher volatility one.
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Algorithm #3 

The basis of Algorithm #3 is a 
‘Momentum’ strategy designed to 
identify the set of stocks within 
the Russell 3000 index, which 
has shown the most directional 
movement over a defined period i.e. 
the best-performing stocks over a 
limited period. The measure used to 
determine directional movement is 
the average true range.

The following screening criteria are 
applied to the constituents of the 
Russell 3000 index:

• Minimum trading volume and 
minimum market capitalisation.

• Minimum quality based on a 
proprietary return on equity 
measure.

Graph 1.5: (backtested): 
The graph depicts a 10 year 
backtested total return of 
Algorithm #3 against the 
S&P500 benchmark. As we 
are using the SPDR S&P 500 
ETF Trust to express the 
S&P500 benchmark, it includes 
dividends and therefore is 
the total return. This backtest 
depicts a similar profile to 
the S&P500 benchmark but 
is less volatile and shows 
lower drawdowns. Backtests 
are not an indicator of past 
performance, nor an indicator 
of future performance

Graphs 1.6: (backtested): The 
first graph depicts a monthly 
heatmap of backtested 
algorithm performance. The 
second graph shows the average 
(mean) backtested returns for 
the given calendar year. It also 
shows how each separate year 
performed relative to the mean 
throughout the backtest. The 
third graph shows a histogram of 
the observations a certain month 
has returned when backtested 
over 10 years. A bias to the 
right indicates positive monthly 
returns when backtested

1 https://www.morningstar.com/indexes/spi/spx/risk 

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Value_at_risk 

3 https://www.morningstar.com/indexes/spi/spx/performance 

4 tradingview.com 

5 calculated 

6 https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/SPY/risk/ 

7 https://logical-invest.com/app/etf/spy/spdr-s-p-500 

8 https://marketchameleon.com/Overview/SPY/VolatilitySkew/IV30ByDelta 

9 https://www.macroaxis.com/invest/technicalIndicator/%5EGSPC--Kurtosis--Kurtosis 

Summary Insight This Momentum Algorithm #3 performs 
slightly better than the S&P500, mainly because in the 
backtest it lost less than the benchmark at important 
moments like the COVID-19 Crisis or other drawdowns in 
the market. Momentum Algorithms are in nature a bit more 
volatile then other methods and there is lot of research 
around so-called ‘momentum crashes’. We try to prevent 
these momentum crashes with dynamic stoploss levels and 
detecting oversold levels in the market so we step back when 
a bounce is statistally likely.

VALUE  
BACKTEST

VALUE  
S&P500

DESCRIPTION REF

Risk Reward Measures

Sharpe Ratio  0.97  0.71 The Sharpe ratio is the average return earned in excess of the risk-free 
rate per unit of total risk. The higher the better

7

Sortino Ratio  1.41  0.99 The Sortino ratio differs from the Sharpe ratio in that it only considers the 
standard deviation of the downside risk

7

Alpha  0.07  -   The excess return of an investment relative to the return of a benchmark 
index. According to Yahoo the SPY has a negative Alpha of -0.09 due to 
costs

6

Beta  0.55  1.00 Beta describes the magnitude of a security's returns as it responds to 
swings in the market

Risk Measures

Annual Volatility 14.34% 18.10%  Volatility is a measure of the price fluctuations of an asset or portfolio. 1,5

Max Drawdown -22.87% -33.79% Is the maximum peak to trough. The more negative, the more losses 
incurred at the maximum point. An investor should be comfortable losing 
this and not become nervous

1,4

Daily Value at 
Risk

-1.75% -1.31% It estimates how much a set of investments might lose in a day (with 
probability of 95%), given normal market conditions

1,2

Return

Annnual Return 13.80% 12.52% The backtested performance for the 11 year period per annum 3

Cumulative 
Return

322% 334% Cummulative returns is a compounded metric over the time period 
tested.

3

Statistical Measures

Skew  (0.21)  0.16 Skewness, in statistics, is the degree of asymmetry observed in a 
probability distribution. Positive means more positive returns, negative 
more negative return

8

Kurtosis  3.24  16.18 Kurtosis is a measure of the combined weight of a distribution's tails 
relative to the centre of the distribution

9

Quant specific measures

Stability 96%

Gross leverage  1.00 

Daily Turnover 2.54%

STATISTICAL METRICS ALGORITHM #3

START DATE BACKTEST 5/1/10 END DATE BACKTEST 1/3/21 DURATION 133 months
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COMBINING ALGORITHMS

The algorithms Unhedged uses are so-called beta-
switchers as opposed to beta-dampeners, which 
means they trade financial instruments in order to 
manage the  volatility, rather than investing in a wide 
set of market instruments (eg. like an index fund) to 
reduce the fluctuation that each instrument has. The 
algorithms are also deliberately designed according 
to different principles and hypotheses to be relatively 
uncorrelated with each other in a statistical sense.

 

Combining algorithms assists to diversify the exposure 
to different financial instruments which may create a 
bit more entropy with returns. Any client can choose 
any combination of algorithms or even a “no exposure” 
position, which means a cash position. In the App we 
have built several presets of which equal weight and 
AI/ML based rebalancing are two examples.

The graph below shows the result of a backtest 
that rebalances the 3 algorithms by a third AI/ML 
algorithm. These backtest results include Trading Costs 
and Slippage but exclude other costs. Clear from a 
visual inspection is that the combination of algorithms 
is less volatile than a single algorithm. 

Dynamic AI/ML allocation (with monthly rebalance) 3 
algorithms 2010 to 2021 (Backtest)

But choosing a combination of algorithms does 
not have to be done with complicated algorithms 
or mathematics. Even when three algorithms are 
rebalanced every month in an equal weighted fashion, 
the results are less volatile than a single algorithm.

Equal weight allocation (with monthly rebalance) 3 
algorithms 2010 to 2021 (Backtest)

Algorithm 
#1

Algorithm 
#2

Algorithm 
#3

Algorithm #1 100%

Algorithm #2 41.02% 100%

Algorithm #3 16.04% 32.10% 100%

Algorithm 
#1

Algorithm 
#2

Algorithm 
#3

Algorithm #1 0.00365%

Algorithm #2 0.00251% 0.01024%

Algorithm #3 0.00146% 0.00175% 0.00815%

CORRELATION

COVARIANCE
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